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Abstract
In this paper, I describe genetic programming as a machine learning paradigm and
evaluate its results in attempting to learn basic chess rules. Genetic programming
exploits a simulation of Darwinian evolution to construct programs. When applied
to the King-Rook-King (KRK) chess endgame problem, genetic programming shows
promising results in spite of a lack of significant chess knowledge.
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Computer Chess:
The Drosophila of Artificial Intelligence
Since the inception of artificial intelligence (AI), researchers have often used chess
as an experimental method. Even before the field of AI formalized, pioneers such
as Wolfgang von Kempelen experimented with chess playing machines. Kempelen’s
mechanical automata, The Turk, fooled many into believing machines could play chess
in the 18th century.
However, it wasn’t until Claude Shannon published a paper entitled, “A ChessPlaying Machine,” [Shannon] that the study of computer chess began in earnest. Shannon’s paper describes a chess program as a series of interlinked subprograms. He correctly observes that playing perfect chess is impossible, even for a machine – there are
an estimated 10120 nodes in a full-width chess tree. Even computers capable of evaluating 1016 positions in a second (which is eight orders of magnitude over the fastest
chess computer ever created) would need in excess of 1095 years to fully evaluate this
tree. Consequently, all chess programs are approximations.
Chess is, then, a problem of approximating, or simulating, the reasoning used by
chess masters to pick moves from an extremely large search space. The early objectives
of computer chess research were also very clear – to build a machine that would defeat
the best human player in the world. In 1997, the Deep Blue chess machine created by
IBM accomplished this goal, and defeated Gary Kasparov in a match at tournament
time controls. In tournament time controls, each player has two hours to make their
first forty moves, then one hour for the rest of the moves.
However, programs such as those described by Shannon and exemplified by Deep
Blue are essentially static. Human programmers invested massive amounts of time in
constructing the rule set of Deep Blue, in an attempt to approximate human position
evaluation. There is a vast body of literature on this problem; several references,
[Shannon], [Mar81], [Sch86], [Sch96], and [Hyatt], contain more information.
This report focuses, instead, on the problem of computer chess from a machine
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learning perspective. One of the objectives of the machine learning field of AI is to
provide an example data set, and to have the machine “learn” the rules from the
examples along some background knowledge. One example of this type of problem
is “teaching” a computer how to distinguish even and odd numbers, based solely on
arithmetic or other properties of the numbers.
Within this paradigm, chess is an excellent problem. Investigators have constructed
massive end-game tables that specify the appropriate move for every position. One
example of these sets is the king-rook-king (KRK) set from the University of California
Irvine machine learning database [BM98]. This dataset contains all the positions where
a sole black king stands against a white king and white rook with the black king’s turn
to play. Additionally, it contains the number of moves to checkmate for all of the
positions. In Figure 1, white will mate in four moves.
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Figure 1: Black to move, but White to checkmate in 4 moves.
The precise mating sequence for Figure 1 follows.
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...
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5
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This position from Figure 1 is encoded in the database in the following format:
d,2,f,6,a,1,four
Databases such as this one serve as worth substrates for machine learning tests.
With the KRK set, one possible goal is to learn how many moves to checkmate. In the
experimental portion of this report, Section 3, I use genetic programming to solve chess
problems from this dataset. As I explain in my conclusion, Section 4, the results from
genetic programming on this database are encouraging, although much work remains.
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1

Introduction to Machine Learning
There are many techniques and strategies used in machine learning. The following

are some of the formal machine learning systems or methods.
• Inductive Logic Programming
• Simulated Annealing
• Evolutionary Strategies (including genetic algorithms and genetic programming)
• Neural Nets
Each of these methods has slightly different advantages and disadvantages which
are outside the scope of this report. For one such analysis, see [KHFS]. Here, I will
simply focus on genetic programming.

1.1

Genetic Programming

According to Langdon and Poli, genetic programming is a type of evolutionary algorithm [LP]. In general, evolutionary algorithms borrow from Darwinian evolutionary
concepts to solve search problems. The first type of evolutionary algorithms were called
genetic algorithms. Genetic programming later evolved as a generalization of genetic
algorithms.
All genetic programming (GP) experiments follow a general form. First, the GP algorithm creates a random population of individuals. Next, the algorithm evaluates each
individual using a fitness function. After evaluating every individual, the algorithm
applies breeding operators to create the next generation. Together, this explanation
corresponds to the generational model from Langdon and Poli.
Since GP’s intention is to evolve programs, each individual in the population is a
program. Typically, these programs are represented as trees; an example is shown in
Figure 2.
In order to represent a program as a tree, GP requires two sets: functions and
terminals. Functions occur at every interior node in the tree and terminals occur
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Figure 2: A representation of the equation (x + x) − x as a genetic program tree.
In this case, the two functions are the + and − operators and the terminal is the
variable x.
at the leaves of the tree. For arithmetic problems like Figure 2 and the examples
below, the functions are the arithmetic operators and the terminals are variables and
constants.
There are three standard breeding operators.
1. crossover - two individuals exchange pieces.
2. mutation - the individual is randomly altered between generations.
3. replication - the individual is unchanged in the next generation.
These operators try to mimic the behavior of DNA exchanged between parents in
sexual reproduction.
Crossover, illustrated in Figure 3, is essentially genetic “cut-and-paste.” This operator selects two pieces from different parents and exchanges them to create two
offspring.
There are two main types of mutation. The first type, point mutation, is illustrated
in Figure 4. In the point mutation operator, functions are randomly mutated into other
functions, and terminals are randomly mutated into other terminals. In the second
type of mutation, growth mutation, the operator selects terminals in an individual and
randomly adds new functions and terminals, replacing the original node. A third type,
shrinking mutation, exists, although this experiment did not use that type of mutation.
The replication operator is the simplest, this operator does not change individuals
between generations.
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Figure 3: In crossover, the two bold subtrees are exchanged between the two
parents to create the children. In the first child, the x − x subtree moves from the
right tree to the place previously occupied by the x leaf of the left tree. In the
second child, the x leaf moves from the left tree to the place previously occupied
by the x − x subtree of the right tree.
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Figure 4: The right individual mutates into the second individual when the − at
the root of the tree is switched to a +.
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2

Chess Problems - KRK
In this paper, I look at king-rook-king (KRK) chess end game problems. As I

mentioned in the introduction, the KRK endgame consists of positions involving only
a white king, a white rook, and a black king. See Figure 1 and Figure 5 for sample
positions. More specifically, I focus on the black to move positions in the KRK endgame
from the University of California Irvine’s Machine Learning database [BM98].
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Figure 5: Black to move, but White to checkmate in 2 moves.
In total, the KRK dataset contains 28, 056 positions. Table 1 presents a summary
of these positions. For this problem, I only consider the non-drawn positions from the
dataset. With this restriction, there are 25, 361 positions in the seventeen depth to
checkmate classes.

2.1

The Grand KRK Problem

The grand KRK problem is ambitious. A complete solution to the problem requires
a program which takes a position from the KRK dataset and returns the number of
moves to checkmate. Equation 1 represents this program as a mathematical function.
In this equation, wkr is the integer rank of the white king where a = 1 and h = 8, wkf
is the integer file of the white king. Likewise, wrr and wrf are the rank and file of the
white rook and bkr and bkf are the rank and file of the black king. The position in
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Summary of Positions in UCI KRK Dataset
Depth
draw
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Positions
2796
27
78
246
81
198
471
592
683

Depth
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Positions
1433
1712
1985
2854
3597
4194
4553
2166
390

Table 1: This table classifies the 28, 056 positions in the UCI KRK dataset. With
the exception of the draw class, the other classes are the depth to checkmate.
For example, there are 2796 drawn positions in the dataset and a class of 1433
positions with 8 moves until checkmate.
Figure 5 corresponds with the function krkGrand(4, 3, 4, 7, 4, 1) = 2.

krkGrand(wkr , wkf , wrr , wrf , bkr , bkf ) =

(1)

depth to checkmate with black to move and
white king on (wkr , wkf ),
white rook on (wrr , wrf ),
and black king on (bkr , bkf ).

Typical computer chess programs, and humans too, solve the problem using a
game tree technique. The program first enumerates all moves from the position, makes
each move, and recursively evaluates the subsequent position. These solutions require
carefully crafted algorithms to limit the size of the search tree.
In these machine learning experiments, I attempt to evolve or generate programs
or rules that solve this problem without a game tree.
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2.2

The Petite KRK Problems

In contrast to the grand KRK problem, the petite KRK problems try to identify each
class of positions, Ci , from the KRK dataset. One of the petite KRK problems is to
identify every position where there is one move until checkmate. Thus, there are seventeen petite KRK problems. Solutions to these problems require programs that output a
yes value for a position in the desired class and a no value for all other positions. Using
the same notation as Equation 1, Equation 2 represents these programs mathematically. Ci denotes the class of positions with i moves until checkmate. Consequently,
the position in Figure 5 corresponds with the functions krkP etite2 (4, 3, 4, 7, 4, 1) = 1
and krkP etitei (4, 3, 4, 7, 4, 1) = 0 for i 6= 2.

krkP etitei (wkr , wkf , wrr , wrf , bkr , bkf ) =


 1 if (wkr , wkf , wrr , wrf , bkr , bkf ) ∈ Ci

 0 if (wk , wk , wr , wr , bk , bk ) ∈
r
r
r
f
f
f / Ci
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(2)

3

Genetic Programming Solutions

In this section, I describe the use of genetic programming (GP) to solve the grand KRK
and petite KRK problems. The first section enumerates the functions and terminals
used for the programs. I then explain the results for the grand KRK problem and a
petite KRK problem.

3.1

Function and Terminal Set

The major goal when constructing function and terminal sets is to provide enough expressive power so that there is a solution without trivializing the problem by supplying
excessive background information. To balance these objectives, I use a set of functions
which encodes very little chess knowledge.
• edge(i) - returns 1 if i = 1 or i = 8, and returns 2 otherwise.
• distance(i, j) - returns the absolute value of i − j, that is, the distance between
i and j.
• if then(i, j, k) - if i = 1 then if then returns j, else, if then returns k.
• compare(i, j) - returns 1 if i < j, and returns 2 otherwise.
The only chess knowledge represented in the set of functions is the edge function,
which responds if the input is an edge on a chessboard.

3.2

GP Systems

There are numerous genetic programming systems available. The web page [GPSoft]
lists 15 GP toolkits and frameworks. After initial trials using lil-gp [lilgp], which was
too slow, the jrgp system was used in the experiment [jrgp].
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3.3

Grand KRK Problem

The evolutionary conditions for the grand KRK problem were a population size of
5000, a crossover frequency of 75%, a mutation frequency of 15%, and a replication
frequency of 10%. Each individual had three automatically defined functions. An
automatically defined function is a separate function that the program can re-use. The
evolved individuals were evaluated over each of the 25, 361 positions from the UCI
KRK database.

3.3.1

Fitness

The standard fitness function for the grand KRK problem is Equation 3. In the standard fitness evaluation, the best individual occurs at 0.0. In that equation, correcti is
the number of correct answers in class Ci ; incorrecti is the number of incorrect answers
in class Ci ; and numi is the total number of positions in class Ci . (Recall that class
Ci contains all of the positions where the depth to checkmate is i.)
P16

i=0

krkGrandF it = 1 −

correcti −incorrecti
numi

17

(3)

Essentially, Equation 3 normalizes the fitness benefit of each class Ci . Consequently,
class C1 can, in total, contribute as much fitness to the individual as class C14 , even
though C1 contains 78 positions and class C14 contains 4553 positions (over 50 times
as many). The normalization attempts to “smooth” the fitness function to eliminate
local optima for the large classes (e.g. C13 , C14 ).
While the above equation calculates standard fitness, the figures in this section
plot adjusted fitness. On the adjusted fitness scale, 1.0 represents the best individual.
Adjusted fitness is calculated from standard fitness using Equation 4. StdF it is the
standard fitness value.
AdjF it =

1
1 + StdF it

(4)

This equation scales any StdF it value to the (0, 1] range. An individual with infinitely
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bad fitness, StdF it → ∞, yields an AdjF it value of 0. Likewise, an individual with
perfect fitness, StdF it = 0, yields an AdjF it value of 1.

3.3.2

Results

The results from the grand KRK problem are encouraging. With a population of 5000,
jrgp could only evaluate up to 32 generations before it required too much memory to
evaluate an entire population. Consequently, the grand KRK problem requires more
investigation before it is completely successful.
Figure 6, Figure 7, and Table 2 show the results of the 32 generations. While the
evolved fitness after 32 generations is only 0.4167, the evolved programs show significant
growth. For example, if fitness continues growing at the same rate, approximately 0.04
adjusted fitness every 32 generations, then the population will reach nearly perfect
fitness in 480 generations. In addition, the population does not appear to have lost
any of the classes. In Figure 7, the best program in the population adds the “gray”
case in generation 30.
Curiously, Table 2 shows that the best individual after 32 generations does not
classify positions that the best program at the first generation did. This observation
demonstrates that the fitness function can successfully make trade-offs between the
different classes.

3.4

Petite KRK Problems

I only had time to attempt one solution to the petite KRK problem, the krkP etite1
instance. Nevertheless, the framework for evaluating the krkP etite1 problem should
solve any of the petite KRK problems.
The evolutionary conditions for the krkP etite1 problem were a population size of
1000, a crossover frequency of 75%, a mutation frequency of 15%, and a replication
frequency of 10%. The evolved individuals were evaluated over each of the 25, 361
positions from the UCI KRK database.
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krkGrand 32 Generation Fitness
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Figure 6: This figure presents the fitness of individuals in the grand KRK problem
population over 32 generations. The upper red-colored line is the maximum
fitness in the population at each generation; the middle blue-colored line is the
mean fitness; and the lower blue-colored line is the minimum fitness. The box
plot has a small red-colored line at the median, and shows the upper and lower
quartiles. This figure graphs the adjusted fitness where 1.0 is the best individual
(see Equation 4).
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Figure 7: This figure shows the classification ability of the best individual from
each of the 32 generations. The colored bands show the normalized ability of
an individual to classify positions. Consequently, larger bands represent a higher
percentage of correct answers for a given problem class, Ci . The interesting
features on this graph are the increases in the number of classes answered correctly
by the best individual. At generation 28, the population “learns” the “blue” class,
and the blue bar becomes much larger. At generation 30, the population learns
the “gray” class, the top bar.
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Grand KRK Problem learned positions over 32 generations
Class
C0
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8

Correct Learned
27/27
+10
-1
59/78
+131
175/246
32/81
+21
58/198
+51
12/471
0
162/592
+66
10/683
-89
-331
29/1433

Class
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16

Correct
Learned
0/1712
0
0/1985
0
264/2854
+264
1053/3597 +1053
2003/4194 +2003
2812/4553 +2812
281/2166
+281
0/390
0

Table 2: This table shows the number of positions in each class Ci that the
best individual, after 32 generations, correctly classifies. For example, the best
individual classified 162 out of 592 positions in class C6 correctly. In contrast,
the best individual in the first generation only classified 96 positions in this class
correctly, thus the best individual learned 66 positions over 32 generations.
3.4.1

Fitness

The standard fitness for the petite KRK problem is Equation 5. For the Petite KRK
problem, there are two types of answers. The first type, positive cases, are the positions
for which krkP etitei should answer “yes.” The second type, negative cases, are the
positions for which krkP etitei should answer “no.” For krkP etite1 , class C1 are the
positive cases, and the other classes are the negative cases. In Equation 5, totalP ositive
is the total number of positive positions, that is, |Ci | for krkP etitei ; positiveCorrect
is the number of positive positions correctly classified; positiveIncorrect is the number
of positive positions incorrectly classified; negativeCorrect is the number of negative
positions correctly classified; and negativeT otal is the total number of negative positions.

krkP etiteF it = 1+
totalP ositive − (positiveCorrect − positiveIncorrect) −
negativeCorrect
negativeT otal

16

(5)

Equation 5 pushes the population to classify the positive positions correctly first by
heavily weighting each positive position and penalizing individuals that classify positive
positions incorrectly. The total impact of the negative cases only occurs after all
positive positions are correctly classified. One positive position classified correctly
contributes twice as much fitness as classifying all negative positions correctly.
While this equation worked well for krkP etite1 (see the Results section below), it
might overweight the contribution of positive examples and certain negative classes
which could lead to a lot of locally optimal solutions. Thus, the fitness function might
need extra normalization for the larger petite KRK problems.

3.4.2

Results

After 145 generations, the best individual in the krkP etite1 population had a fitness
of 0.9749. This individual correctly classifies 97% of all positions. Figure 8 shows the
fitness of the population over 145 generations. Figure 9 presents an expanded view
of the fitness of the last 20 generations. Finally, Table 3 demonstrates the increase in
correctly classified positions from generation 1 to 145.
If the maximum fitness of the population continues to increase by the rate in Figure 9, approximately 0.006 in 20 generations, then the population will have a maximum
fitness of 0.99 in approximately 60 generations.
Based on these results, classification for the krkP etite1 problem is successful.
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Figure 8: This figure presents the fitness of individuals in the krkP etite1 problem
population over 145 generations. The upper red-colored line shows the maximum
fitness of any individual in the population; the two dashed lines show the upper
and lower quartile’s of the population’s fitness (respectively); the blue-colored
line shows the mean fitness; and the bottom blue-colored line tracks the minimum
fitness of the population. This figure graphs the adjusted fitness where 1.0 is the
best individual (see Equation 4).
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Figure 9: This figure expands the last 20 generations of the krkP etite1 problem
in a box-plot view of the populations. The populations continue to increase
in fitness, albeit slowly. The upper magenta-colored line follows the maximum
fitness. This figure plots the adjusted fitness where 1.0 is the best individual (see
Equation 4).
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krkP etite1 learned positions over 145 generations
Class
C0
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8

Correct
Learned
21/27
+21
78/78
0
171/246
+171
53/81
+47
187/198
+148
428/471
+370
583/592
+443
649/683
+529
1377/1433 +1012

Class
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16

Correct
Learned
1680/1712 +1296
1910/1985 +1367
2763/2854 +1977
3509/3597 +2251
4146/4194 +2133
4501/4553 +2533
2166/2166 +1253
390/390
+112

Table 3: This table shows the number of positions in each class Ci that the
best individual, after 145 generations, correctly classifies. For example, the best
individual correctly classified 428 out of 471 positions in class C5 correctly. In
contrast, the best first generation individual only classified 58 positions in this
class correctly, thus the best individual learned 370 positions over 145 generations.
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4

Conclusions and Future Work
The results from the experiments with the grand KRK problem and the petite

KRK problem demonstrate that genetic programming is successful at classifying chess
positions from the KRK database. For the grand KRK problem, in 32 generations, the
evolved population showed a significant increase in the number of positions correctly
classified. For the petite KRK problem, after only 145 generations, the population successfully identified the 78 positive positions for the krkP etite1 problem, and identified
24,612 of the 25,361 negative positions.
Nevertheless, a significant amount work remains. One interesting hypothesis to
test is whether or not the evolved populations can demonstrate separately quantifiable
chess knowledge. That is, do the evolved programs truly possess chess knowledge, or
have they simply evolved a hyper-complicated rule set to describe positions? One way
to test this might be to use the remaining, drawn, positions from the KRK dataset.
If the programs truly possess chess knowledge, then the output from the programs on
the drawn KRK positions should be reasonable. In the case of krkP etitei , the evolved
programs should, hopefully, not identify the drawn positions in class Ci .
Additionally, the grand KRK problem needs further work before it can be considered a success. The results presented in this paper are preliminary. As the populations
continue evolving, certain classes of positions might never be successfully classified.
Consequently, this problem requires more evaluation.
One unfortunate aspect of genetic programming is that the evolved individuals are
complicated and difficult to “translate.” Consequently, the programs do not constitute
easy to remember heuristics about the data and are not likely to be of much use to
chess players. However, if the chess-specific knowledge, in the form of functions and
terminals, is increased, then smaller programs might evolve.
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4.1

Why GP on Chess?

Given the success of search based chess programs, such as Deep Blue [CHH], the idea
of applying genetic programming, or any machine learning paradigm, to create chess
programs appears odd. Machine learning strategies, however, may contribute valuable
information to understanding chess. Consider the position in Figure 10. As Fürnkranz
notes, search based algorithms are unlikely to solve such a chess problem requiring a
depth of 270 moves (or 540 ply) [Fur95]. Even if there were only two moves for each
side, the search tree for such a result is 2540 ≈ 10163 nodes, in contrast, there are an
estimated 1080 atoms in the universe1 . Searching such an extreme tree is, then, likely
impossible.
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Figure 10: White to move, checkmate in 270 moves. From [Fur95].
The position in Figure 10 is, however, easily solved by humans. The key insight is
that if white can force the same position with black to move, instead, then black will
need to do something that harms his position. Note that black cannot prevent white
from queening a pawn if the black King leaves the a8, b7, or c8 squares. Also note that
black will lose if white can force the white King to the a6 square. To achieve one of
these ends, white marches the white King around to the e1 square, proceeds e1-f2-f1-e1,
and then returns to the a5 square. Since black can only move the black King to one
1

See http://www.sunspot.noao.edu/sunspot/pr/answerbook/universe.html for the calculation of
atoms in the universe.
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position before returning to b7, white achieves the same position as Figure 10, but with
black to move. Black pushes a pawn and white repeats the maneuver. This continues
11 times until black can no longer push any pawns. Since the sequence takes 23 moves,
and is repeated 11 times white then checkmates black in the ensuing 16 moves. The key
insight makes this position trivial for a human to solve. Hopefully, machine learning
and genetic programming might allow computers to solve chess problems such as this
with the ease human chess masters do.
In summary, genetic programming is a very promising machine learning approach
to chess. Even with a modicum of chess knowledge, genetic programming evolved
populations that identified or classified a large number of positions from the UCI KRK
database.
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